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Highlights:
1. SUSHI is now supported.
2. It is now possible to download vendors’ report files from UStat.
3. UStat reports now display statistics for multiple years.

General Documentation for Service Packs:
In the Ex Libris Documentation Center:
UStat\UStat_User_Guide.pdf
Version 2.0\Staff User Information\Verde_Staff_User_Guide.pdf (Verde interoperability with UStat)
UStat\Ustat_1.2.0_Release_Notes.pdf



Description Solution Related 
Documentation

Implementation Notes Module SI Number

Usage Statistics harvesting mechanism 
was not available.

SUSHI is now supported. Data can be 
automatically harvested using vendor-
provided Web services that comply with 
the SUSHI protocol and this data can 
then be loaded into the UStat database. 
The currently supported vendors are the 
following:
- American Chemical Society
- Cambridge University Press
- EBSCO Publishing
- HighWire Press
- IOP Publishing
- MetaPress
- Oxford Journals

UStat User's 
Guide

General

A file uploaded to the Usage Statistics 
Service could not be exported using this 
application. 

It is now possible to open/download 
vendors’ report files from the Usage 
Statistics Service. Invalid files are also 
saved in UStat and the list of errors can 
be viewed on the Details page, allowing 
manual format adjustment and reloading.

UStat User's 
Guide

Administration 16384-161533

UStat reports were limited to a period of 
one year.

UStat reports now display statistics for up 
to 12 years. The multi-year reports serve 
as a tool for comparing the usage 
statistics data over several years.

UStat User's 
Guide

Reports

Sorting the results was possible by Total 
usage, but not by monthly usage (for 
example, in the list of journals delivered 
by a certain platform).

The results can now be sorted by monthly 
usage.

UStat User's 
Guide

Reports

When reports were loaded to the Usage 
Statistics Service, the input values for 
future months were also loaded.

The input values for future months are 
now ignored.

UStat User's 
Guide

Administration 16384-142885
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The time recorded in the Usage Statistics 
Service (for example, file upload date, 
reports export date, etc.) was the server 
time (that is, GMT -6 hours, Chicago time)

This has been corrected to enable 
conversion of the displayed time to local 
time zones.

Submit a support incident 
if you require a time 
adjustment.

General 16384-133265

Drill-down reports were available for zero 
summary (for example, in the Databases 
Accessed by Subscriber, if a summary for 
a certain year was zero, it was possible to 
click the zero value and navigate to an 
empty report).

If a summary for a certain year is zero, 
the zero value is now displayed for 
information only, with no option to click 
the value and navigate to a more detailed 
report.

Reports

When files were deleted from the 
statistics tool, the confirmation dialog box 
did not display the name of the file that 
was to be deleted.

This has been corrected to display the file 
name in the confirmation dialog box.

Administration 16384-139687

If the Confirm Deletion button in the dialog 
box that opened when the user attempted 
to delete a file was clicked more than 
once, a global error was displayed due to 
the database deadlock.

The Please Wait message (the same as 
the one displayed when loading) is 
displayed after the Confirm Deletion 
button is clicked, and the button is 
disabled after the first click.

Administration

In the Database Usage Statistics report 
for a subscriber/platform, the default sort 
was by total database sessions.

The default sort is now by database name. Reports

When exporting reports, the format of the 
start date was different in different reports. 

This has been corrected to display the 
start date consistently formatted in all 
types of exported reports.

Reports 16384-140338

When exporting reports into Word format, 
the report data appeared with broken 
hyperlinks.

The hyperlinks are now removed from the 
reported data.

Reports

The headers appeared differently in 
reports and exported files ("Title Identifier" 
vs. "TitleIdColumn," "Month 1 Usage" vs. 
"MONP0," etc.)

This has been corrected to display the 
headers consistently across the system.

UStat User's 
Guide

Reports 16384-140362
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When viewing the Details page, the text 
was sometimes displayed with 
overlapping lines.

This has been corrected to display the file 
details properly.

Administration

The word Verde appeared in the user 
interface (for example, Verde Usage 
Statistics Service).

UStat, the new term, appears now 
instead of Verde.

General

Button names were capitalized 
inconsistently (for example, Upload File, 
but Confirm deletion).

Buttons now appear consistently with the 
first letter of each word in uppercase (for 
example, Upload File, Confirm 
Deletion).

General
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